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WINTER 2010 
Issue 14, Series 2 

The Magazine of the FISTS CW Club, the 
 International Morse Preservation Society 

FISTS was founded in 1987 by the late Geo Longden, G3ZQS 

In this Issue 
 

Paul 2E0EAN / M6ABN sets 
sparks flying! 

 
Straight Key Week and EUCW 

QRS Party 2010 Results 
 

2011 Activities Calendar 
 

... and much more! 

Club Goals 
 
 Further the use of CW 
 Encourage newcomers to use Morse code 
 Engender friendships among members 

“Accuracy transcends speed, 
courtesy at all times.” 

 
“When you’ve worked a FISTS, 

you’ve worked a friend.” 

Website:  http://www.fists.co.uk Email: keynote@fists.co.uk 

mailto:http://www.fists.co.uk/
mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
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The deadline for the Spring 2011 Key Note is 14th February 2011.  
 
Please submit articles by email to keynote@fists.co.uk or by post to: 
 

Key Note, 35 Cottage Street, Kingswinford, West Midlands, DY6 7QE 
 
Articles can be short as a single paragraph or many pages long. 
We’re also happy to include radio-related adverts from members. 

Begali Sculpture Paddle. 
Solid Steel and Carbon Fibre finger 
pieces.  Martin Lynch and Sons selling 
at £410. 

Begali Magnetic Classic Paddle. 
Palladium coated base and extra red 
aluminium finger pieces.  ML&S £196. 

For Sale Ian G4MLW - iang4mlw@yahoo.co.uk  Mobile: 07957281216 

Both little used, non-smoking environment.  Reason for sale - need a rotator.  
Sensible offers please. 

mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
http://www.czechmorsekeys.co.uk/
mailto:iang4mlw@yahoo.co.uk
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Key Note is the magazine of the FISTS CW Club in Europe 
 
Please send Key Note articles, comments and distribution questions to: 
 
Key Note Email:  keynote@fists.co.uk 
35 Cottage Street 
Kingswinford  DY6 7QE 
 
For help with subscriptions and membership applications, please contact the 
Membership Secretary:  
John Griffin  M0CDL Email:  john@fists.co.uk 
35 Cottage Street, 
Kingswinford  DY6 7QE 
 
Please send material for inclusion in BrassPounder to the Activity Manager: 
 
Rob Walker  M0BPT Email:  activities@fists.co.uk 
87A Whitehall Road 
West Bromwich  B70 0HG 
 
For general questions, including information about rallies, please contact: 
Paul Webb  M0BMN Email:  paul@fists.co.uk 
40 Links Road Tel: 01902 338973 
Penn 
Wolverhampton  WV4 5RF 
 
To order items or to ask questions about club sales, please contact: 
 
Anne Webb Email:  sales@fists.co.uk 
40 Links Road 
Penn 
Wolverhampton  WV4 5RF 
 
For questions about awards or to apply for them, please contact: 
Dennis  Franklin  K6DF Email:  fistsawards@fists.org 
4658 Capitan Drive 
Fremont, CA  
94536-5448 
USA 
 
For help with the FISTSCW Yahoo News Group forum, please  contact: 
Mark Waldon  M0BLT Email:  forum@fists.co.uk 
 
For help, suggestions and comments on the website, please contact: 
Graham Smith  G3ZOD Email:  webmaster@fists.co.uk 
 

mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
mailto:john@fists.co.uk
mailto:activities@fists.co.uk
mailto:paul@fists.co.uk
mailto:sales@fists.co.uk
mailto:fistsawards@fists.org?subject=FISTS
mailto:forum@fists.co.uk
mailto:webmaster@fists.co.uk
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QSL Bureau 
Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager: 
 
Chuck Spence  M0AVW Email:  bureau@fists.co.uk 
32 Woodford Walk 
Harewood Park 
Thornaby 
Clevelend TS17 0LT 
 
Incoming QSL cards are handled by the QSL Bureau Sub-managers: 

G4 
Jim Steel  M0ZAK 
6 Central Avenue 
Shepshead  LE12 9HP  

G3 
Grant Merrils  G0UQF 
2 East Street 
Darfield 
Barnsley  S73 9RE 

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8 
and Specials (GB, GX etc.) 
Rob Walker  M0BPT 
87A Whitehall Road 
West Bromwich  B70 0HG  

G0 
Bill McGill  GM0DXB 
112 West Main Street 
Armadale 
Bathgate 
West Lothian  EH48 3JB  

M0, M3, M5, 2E0 etc. 
Phil Hughes  M6PHL 
111 Wisbech Road 
Littleport 
Ely  CB6 1JJ 

Wales and SWL 
Mrs Mandy Spence 
32 Woodford Walk 
Harewood Park 
Thornaby 
Clevelend TS17 0LT  

EU & DX members: If you wish to receive any QSL cards from stations you have 
worked, could you please send postage in either UK£, US$, or Euro to M0AVW. 
 
Don’t throw used stamps away! 
Chuck M0AVW collects used stamps for charities.  When you’ve received your 
QSL cards, please send the used stamps, and any others you have, to him 
(address at the top of this page).  Thanks to all those who have sent stamps in. 
 

FISTS Overseas 
FISTS Down Under: http://www.fistsdownunder.org 
FISTS East Asia: http://www.feacw.net 
FISTS North America: http://www.fists.org 

mailto:bureau@fists.co.uk
http://www.fistsdownunder.org/
http://www.feacw.net/
http://www.fists.org/
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Welcome to Winter 2010 Key Note Graham G3ZOD, #8835 
 
As 2010 draws to a close, it’s very sad to recall the year’s silent key mem-
bers, including some very well known to us. 
 
On a happier note, during the year there has been an increasing number 
of people taking part in FISTS on-air activities and writing in to Rob 
M0BPT (FISTS Activities Manager) with reports and logs.  Let’s see this 
continue into 2011!  The more people join in, the more fun it is for all.  As 
well as taking part, it’s important to send in logs and reports to Rob, even 
if it was for a single QSO, as this encourages other people to take part. 
 
2011 sees Rob’s new Four Seasons activity start, designed to encourage 
CW QSOs with members and non-members that go well and truly beyond 
“5NN TU”.  I’m looking forward to participating in this and hope others 
will too.  This edition of Key Note includes full details of Four Seasons and 
the other 2011 activities. 
 
We’re very grateful to Mike G0CVZ, who is donating some Czech Morse 
keys as prizes.  At the time of writing, the details of what these excellent 
keys will be awarded for haven’t been finalized, but we’ll announce this 
in the Spring Key Note.  However, in the meantime, this is all the more 
reason to take an active part in FISTS, whether it be contributing to Key 
Note or joining in the on-air activities! 
 
The Fist of the Year Award is back this year.  Please nominate the mem-
ber you would like to see receive it.  There is a nomination form on page 
45 that you can cut out and post, or you can send the information to Rob 
by email.  Alternatively, you can submit your nomination on the website 
at www.fists.co.uk/fistoftheyear.  We need to receive nominations by the 
31st January 2011. 
 
Finally, a special thank you to everyone who has contributed to FISTS this 
year, whether by helping run the club, joining in on-air activities, helping 
recruit new members, applying for awards or making contributions to 
Key Note and the FISTSCW online group. 
 
Have a Happy New Year, keep warm, and above all, let’s get active on the 
air and keep CW alive!   73 de Graham. 

http://www.fists.co.uk/fistoftheyear
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From The Membership Sec’ John M0CDL, #5592 
 
The Weather is distinctly wintery!  With some 
areas reporting over two feet of snow!  That’s 
just over half a metre for the converted Hi; it may 
not seem a lot to our overseas and continental 
members but it’s enough to bring this country to 
a grinding halt!  Chuck M0AVW reports he’s had 
to stable his horses because of inclement 
weather, which will cost a lot!  All that feed; glad 
I’ve got a little Border terrier!  Doesn’t need too much feeding and a cou-
ple of slow walks a day and she’s happy!  Just have to move her away 
from the fire now and then!  She will lie there panting but won’t move!  
Recruiting has been slow recently—please encourage people you meet 
on the air to join up.  Well on with the new members, please welcome:- 
 

14860 PA3BLC Harry 14861 SM4MNL Lief  
14862 G8MKQ Alan 14863 I5NQK Antonio 
14864 M0RGO Duncan 14865 EI3JU Gerry 
14866 GW3OQK Andrew 14867 PA0KVA Koen 
14868 VA7IT Ian 14869 EI5DD Steve 
14870 G0PZA Garo 14871 F5VKX/G3SRQ Ray 
14872 UR5HDE Anatoly 14873 G4LRG John 
14874 9A3VV Damir 14875 G1AJW John 
14876 G3VSK Terry 

So that’s it for now, please welcome the new members 
when you meet up on air. 
I wish you and your families a very Merry Christmas and 
a Happy and prosperous New Year, es stay sober. 
 
73 fer nw John. 

I’m sorry to announce the following members are Silent Key: 
57 Chas GM3JUD 
783 George G3LNG  
8918 Howard G3RXH  
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Introduction to the QSL Bureau Chuck M0AVW, #2896 
 
You send all your outgoing QSL cards to me, M0AVW, stating where they 
are to go, for example FISTS, RSGB, RAFARS, RNARS, RSARS, GQRP. 
 
I will send them on to the relevant sub managers: M0’s, G0’s, G3’s, G4’s, 
G6’s, etc. 
 
Then you send your stamped, self-addressed envelopes to your sub man-
ager, stating how many cards to put in each envelope before posting 
them to you. 
 
You can find my address and the addresses for the sub managers at the 
start of Key Note and on the FISTS website. 
 
Best 73s Chuck 
 
Chuck collects used stamps for charities; please send your used stamps, 
including the ones from QSL envelopes, to him.  Thanks to all those who 
have sent stamps in. 
 

Awards 
 
Congratulations to the following members on achieving FISTS Awards: 
Dave G4ZPI, #12516, on achieving the Silver Century. 
Bert F6HKA, #14577, on achieving the Gold Century and Platinum. 
Ian G4MLW, #130, on achieving the Basic Century. 
Bill G0BAK, #13262, on achieving the Basic Century. 
Phil M6PHL, #14543 on achieving the Basic Century. 
 

IT Dept. Report Graham G3ZOD, #8385 
 
There’s a new version of the FISTS Log Converter program 
available at http://www.fists.co.uk/software .  This will 
work for the 2011 Activities including the new Four Sea-
sons activity.  It also now supports FISTS Awards and pro-
vides a small optional logbook of its own. 
 
I’d like to include a note of thanks to David G3SCD / 
VK3DBD, who has been of very great help with Key Note, submitting 
many articles, photographs and providing advice. 

https://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersbureau.html
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#silvercenturyaward
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#goldcenturyaward
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#platinumaward
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#basiccenturyaward
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#basiccenturyaward
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#basiccenturyaward
http://www.fists.co.uk/software
https://www.fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsfourseasons2011
https://www.fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsfourseasons2011
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html
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FISTS Activities Calendar 2011 Rob M0BPT, #5576 
 
The Four Seasons 2011 Activity (Not a contest!) 
This year I'm introducing a new activity to the calendar.  My thanks and 
recognition to FISTS Member Martin, IK2RMZ/DL1GBZ #853 for his idea... 

Bands: HF: 160/80/40/30/20/17/15/12/10m-VHF: 6/2/70cm 

Mode: CW 

Times: NONE 

Score: 1 point per 5 minute QSO duration 

Example: 

QSO duration 0-4 min = 0 point 

QSO duration 5-9 min = 1 point 

QSO duration 10-14 min = 2 points 

FISTS members = Double points 

Limitations: 

Not more than a 30 minute QSO 

Not more than 90 minutes QSO Duration with the same station per 
month 

Logs: 

Monthly by the 7th to include: 

DATE, START TIME, END TIME, CALL, BAND, RPRT, NAME, FIST No 
or NM, POINTS 

Via Email: m0bpt(at)yahoo.co.uk. Excel, csv, Tabbed word format, 
Open Office if possible please. 

Surface mail: R.D.Walker. 87A Whitehall Road, West Bromwich. 
B700HG. 

Power 

Class A: QRO. 

(Up to your country's legal limit. Please be aware of band-plans 
regarding QRP centres of activity!) 

Class B: QRP 5 Watts Maximum output from the Transmitter. 

General: 

Each Season is a separate activity, this means that scores are not 
carried over! 

Contacts made during other FISTS Activities can be used in the FSA! 

This activity has been designed to be leisurely with contacts being 
of quality rather than quantity! 

Entrants are respectfully reminded to match the speed wherever 
possible of their QSO Partner! 

Winter Season 1st Jan-31st March Spring Season 1st April-30th June 

Summer Season 1st July-30th Sept Autumn Season 1st Oct-31st December 
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Ladder Activity 2011 

Awards: 

Seasonal certificates will be awarded to the entrant in each class 
with the most points after each session. 

A "GOLD AWARD" Certificate will be awarded to the entrant in 
each class who has amassed the most points during the activity at 
the end of the year. 

Separate awards issued for each chapter of FISTS. i.e. FISTS EU; NA; 
DU; and EA Endorsed accordingly. 

DATES 
January 2011 to December 2011.  To be run on the 2nd and 4th 
Sunday of every month. 

TIMES 
TWO, TWO HOUR SESSIONS OPERATING BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 
1400-1600 AND 1800-2000. ALL TIMES UTC! NOTE: You can only 
submit ANY TWO of your two-hour sessions out of a possible four! 

QRG All licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands. 

SCORING 

5 points FISTS HQ station. 

(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW) 

3 points Fists affiliated Club Station. 

2 points for a Fist member. 

1 point for a non-member. 

A station can only count once on each Sunday. 

LOGS DATE/CALL/NAME/QTH/QRG/RST/TIME/FIST No or NM/POINTS 
SCORED. 

DATES 
Jan 9th/23rd - Feb13th /27th - March 13th/27th - April 10th/24th - 
May 8th/22nd - June 12th/26th- July 10th/24th Aug 14th/28th - 
Sept 11th/25th - Oct 9th/23rd- Nov 13th/27th - Dec 11th/25th 

GENERAL 

PLEASE vacate or pass on the FIST calling frequency after 5 continu-
ous QSO's or QSY off the calling frequency. PLEASE NOTE: These 
activities are meant to be fun and friendly as well as competitive. 
Any contact not showing the required return information will be 
excluded from the total scores. 

SEND 
TO 

All entries can be received by post or E-mail to; R.D.Walker, 87A 
Whitehall Road, West Bromwich. B70 0HG. Logs are to be received 
by the 5th of the next month in Excel, CSV, tabbed word formats or 
hard copy. E-mail: m0bpt(at)yahoo.co.uk 
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Exchange Your Age Week 2011 (EYAW) 

EUCW QRS PARTY 2011 

DATES 
0001 UTC Sunday 6th March to 2359 UTC Saturday 12th March 
2011. UTC 

QRG All licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands. 

RULES 

Here's a fun event where our senior members are going to be in 
demand! Simple rules; usual exchange between members/non-
members. BUT Exchange your age with your QSO partner(s) and at 
the end of the event; total the ages exchanged and add them to 
your final points score! 

SCORING 

5 points for a FISTS HQ station. 

(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW) 

3 points for a FISTS Affiliated Club Station. 

2 points for a Fist Member. 

1 point for a Non Member. 

LOGS 
To include CALL/NAME/QTH/QRG/TIME/FIST No or NM/ POINTS. 
(AGE) 

GENERAL 

PLEASE vacate or pass on the FIST calling frequency after 5 continu-
ous QSO's or QSY off the calling frequency. All logs are to be re-
ceived by the 22nd March 2011. Any type of key or keyer may be 
used, but no keyboard sending or pre-programmed messages from 
computers or keyers allowed.  A station can only be worked once 
per day during the event. 

SEND 
TO 

All entries can be received by post to: R.D.Walker, 87A Whitehall 
Road, West Bromwich. B70 0HG. Or email m0bpt(at)yahoo.co.uk in 
Excel/csv/tabbed word document format if possible please. 

GENERAL 

FISTS CW Club invites all radio amateurs to take part in the annual 
EUCW/FISTS QRS Party over five days, Monday-Friday, in April each 
year. This is not a contest.  Just enjoy plenty of slow Morse activity 
for a period of five days.  The dates selected are intended to avoid 
weekend contest activity.  Work any station, including members of 
EUCW clubs (see below), but send only in QRS.  Standard QSO's 
with non-participating stations can be included in logs. 

DATES 
TIMES 

Monday 25th April 2011, 0001 UTC, to Friday 29th April 2011, 2359 
UTC. 

MODE CW only 
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POWER 

A - More than 10w input or 5w output power 

B - QRP (10w input or 5w output, or less) 

C - Short wave listeners. 

CALL 
CQ QRS. 

Stations may be worked once per day, per band. 

QRG's 

Recommended areas of activity, +/- 10 kHz of the FISTS calling fre-
quencies, including WARC bands (see below), but contacts can be 
made on any frequency.  Non-QRP stations should avoid calling CQ 
on the popular QRP frequencies (see below). 

KEYS 
SPEEDS 

Use any type of key or keyer.  No keyboard sending or pre-
programmed messages from computers or keyers, but pre-
programmed CQ calls or CQ loops are permitted.  Maximum speed 
14 words per minute (70cpm).  The speed of a QSO should be at 
the speed of the slower station. 

CONTACTS 

Normal friendly QSO's, no special requirements.  QSO's with any 
station count.  Work any station in any country, including stations 
not taking part in the QRS Party but try to persuade them to work 
QRS. 

LOGS 

Logs should show Date, Time, Call sign, Name, QTH and EUCW 
Club/Number (if appropriate) of the stations worked/heard, and 
may include up to three votes for "Most Readable Morse 
Heard" (one vote per station). 

FEEDBACK 

This is not a contest, but logs and feedback will be welcomed in the 
following classes: 

A - More than 10w input or 5w output power 

B - QRP (10w input or 5w output, or less) 

C - Short wave listeners. 

AWARDS 

Continued 
overleaf... 

A) A certificate will be awarded to the three participants working/
hearing the most stations in each class. 

B) Certificates of Merit will be awarded to the three operators re-
ceiving most votes for the "Most Readable Morse Heard", provided 
the operators nominated have also submitted a log.  If the opera-
tors receiving the most votes have not submitted a log, the certifi-
cates of merit will be awarded to the qualifying operators with the 
next highest number of votes.  In the event of a tie in first, second 
or third places, multiple certificates will be awarded, marked 
"Shared Award". AWARDS continued on next page... 
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Straight Key Week 2011 (SKW) 

AWARDS 
C) A "NEWCOMERS AWARD" will be issued to the person who sub-
mits a log and uses the QRS PARTY WEEK for their 1st "On Air" 
QSO.  This must be verified by an EUCW Member. 

SEND LOGS 
TO 

FISTS/EUCW QRS Party Organizer: Robert Walker M0BPT, 87A 
Whitehall Road, West Bromwich, B70 0HG. England. EMAIL m0bpt
(at)yahoo.co.uk To be received by surface mail or e-mail not later 
than 31st May 2011. 

INFO 

FISTS calling frequencies : Recommended area of activity +/- 10 kHz 
2m 144.058 MHz 6m Use any authorized CW frequency 10m 
28.058 MHz 12m 24.918 MHz 15m 21.058 MHz 17m 18.085 MHz 
20m 14.058 MHz 30m 10.118/10.128 MHz 40m 7.028 MHz 80m 
3.558 MHz 160m 1.818 MHz QRP CW Calling Frequencies to be 
avoided by non-QRP stations. 1843; 3560; 7030; 10116; 14060; 
18096; 21060; 24906; 28060 kHz. 

DATE 
0001 UTC Sunday 4th September to 2359 Saturday 10th September 
2011. UTC 

QRG All licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands. 

SCORE 

5 points FISTS HQ stations 

(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW) 

3 points for a FISTS affiliated Club Station, 

2 points for a Fist Member, 

1 point for a Non Member. 

EXCHANGE 

RST/NAME/QTH/FIST No or NM/DAY No. Sunday is Day 1 Monday 
is Day 2 and so on To Saturday as Day 7  All entrants must have 
used a straight Key for all their QSO's but a worked station does 
not have to use a straight key. 

LOGS 
To include DATE/CALL/NAME/QTH/QRG/RST/TIME/FIST No or NM/
DAY No/POINTS.  All entries to be received by the 26th September 
2011. 

GENERAL 

A station can only be worked once per day! PLEASE vacate or pass 
on the FIST calling frequency after 5 continuous QSO's or QSY off 
the calling frequency.  PLEASE NOTE: These contests are meant to 
be fun and friendly as well as competitive.  Any contact not show-
ing the required return information will be excluded from the total 
scores. 
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FOC Straight Key Weekend 1st & 2nd January 2011  Colin G3VTT #713 
 
The FOC Straight Key Weekend was well supported last year by both 
members and non members alike and the FOC Committee has agreed it 
can be part of the CW calendar again.  The idea is not to have a contest 
but to be active using any mechanical keys such as the semi automatic 
bug, the side swiper or the pump straight key across all bands 25 KHz up.  
Whilst many operators use the electronic keyer there are still a sizeable 
number who are proficient on the older style keys and FOC recognises 
the value of preserving these old yet valuable skills. 
 
The weekend of the 1st and 2nd of January 2011 has been suggested as 
fairly free again with no major contests on the bands, and FISTS opera-
tors are invited to join FOC on all bands with your straight key, bug key or 
any other mechanical keying device, (We leave it up to you!).  The timing 
will follow the FOC BWQP event timing and start at 0000z and finish at 
2359z over the Saturday and Sunday weekend.  There are no prescribed 
operating bands or times - just be active as band conditions permit.  It 
would be helpful if CW club editors could put this information on club 
reflectors. 
 
Please send your comments on contacts and working conditions to 
G3VTT by e-mail at g3vtt@aol.com or post to them (QTHR) before the 
end of January.  A log is not needed but comments about the types of 
keys heard and the best 'fist' would make interesting reading.  The FOC 
Public Website is at www.g4foc.org. 

AMEND-
MENTS 

AMENDMENT TO THE RULES! As from 2010 a manual sideswiper 
may be used as long as no electronic means of keying are used. 
This amendment has been allowed for those who find straight key-
ing for a long period of time causing discomfort and aggravating 
any medical condition. 

AWARDS 
QRO Members: Certificates to the three highest placed entrants. 

QRP members: Certificates to the three highest placed entrants. 

SEND LOGS 
TO 

All entries can be received by post to; R.D.Walker, 87A Whitehall 
Road, West Bromwich. B70 0HG. or by EMAIL m0bpt(at)
yahoo.co.uk in Excel/csv/tabbed word format if possible please 

mailto:g3vtt@aol.com
http://www.g4foc.org/
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A Different View Dick SV0XBN/9, #7167 
 
Prompted by the plea (?) for articles in the last issue, I thought I would 
put pen to paper and waffle on about things as I see ’em from my neck of 
the woods. 
 
So, first the basics: Licensed in 1965 
as G3URA, FISTS # 7167, now retired 
and living on Crete with the call 
SVØXBN which I have to append 
with /9.  I am currently active on 80 
through to 10m on CW with an Icom 
7000 and PSK with an Icom 735.  The 
aerials are a 24m long wire fed 
through an auto-ATU and a home-
brew 24 Mc/s GP. 
 
PSK from here is easy – put out a call, especially on the WARC bands and 
you can work stations one after another.  However, CW is different for 
some reason.  Putting out a CQ call will not guarantee you a reply as peo-
ple only recognise the SV part of the call as Greece and they tend to for-
get that the /9 part denotes Crete.  In a contest it is different again as all 
contest logging software throws me up as Crete straight away and I am 
often a multiplier for a few and as such I am often asked to move bands 
for a quick QSO and thus another multi.  I also use the ‘contest call’ J49XF 
from time to time but have to apply for this each time I wish to use it. 
 
As is always the case, just after writing the above I went on 18 Mc/s CW 
and called CQ.  It was a Monday afternoon - a quiet time I thought. 
Wrong!  I worked station after station as they just kept calling! 
 
Location: As Crete is quite mountainous, where you live plays a big part 
in what you can work.  At my previous QTH in Kritsa, my take-off to the 
East was spectacular and I could work JAs for example very easily.  How-
ever, as there was a huge mountain behind me, any part of Western 
Europe or the USA was a complete no-no.  At the current QTH in Vrouhas 
I have a better all-round take-off but due to a rising hill to the West, the 
Caribbean and South America are hard for me to work. 
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Most of the ‘holiday oper-
ating’ you hear and work, 
with someone signing 
SV9/G3QQQ/P for exam-
ple, are nearly always on 
the North coastal strip of 
the island where is it 
slightly less mountainous 
and there is a good take-

off to the North and North-West i.e. that is towards the UK.  Note that 
guest operations should always sign /P even if operating from a fixed lo-
cation, i.e. a hotel and connected to the mains supply. 
 
Condx: I have been operating from here for the past 10 years on and off 
and for the last 18 months full time and find that band condx differ from 
those in the UK.  Working the US for example – the openings are shorter 
from here but openings to the Far East are longer than they were in the 
UK.  ‘First Hop’ from here is the Ukraine I reckon, as whatever band I am 
on, there is always a UR station in there somewhere! 
 
Holiday Operating: So you are coming on holiday to our beautiful island 
and the XYL has given you permission to bring along the Icom 706, a key 
and a small power supply.  The first thing you need to do is check the 
R.A.A.G. website.  There are very strict rules about holiday operating 
from here.  The main one is that only FULL licenses are allowed to oper-
ate.  If your call is the old UK ‘Class B’ licence or you were ‘given’ HF privi-
leges without taking the full Morse Test, you cannot operate on HF.  This 
also rules out all the three ‘new’ UK licence categories.  Also, the RSGB 
Morse proficiency test is not acceptable to the Greek authorities. 
  
FISTS out here: Putting out a ‘CQ FISTS’ call rarely gets a response.  You 
sometimes get a UA call you and give you a number but these numbers 
are always treated with suspicion.  Occasionally while working someone 
you will be given a FISTS number but this is very rare.  So, a plea from the 
eastern end of the Med: if you do manage to hear me, please give me a 
shout and include your FISTS number in the QSO! 

Yammas! de Dick SVØXBN/9 

http://www.raag.org/homepage.asp?ITMID=2&LANG=EN
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Slow Speed Morse (QRS) Contacts 
 
If you’d like to arrange a slow speed Morse (QRS) contact, the following 
members are happy to help—just contact them with details. 

The list is a little “thin” at the moment.  While we know that there are 
many more people willing to help out, we are holding off enrolling more 
volunteers while John M0CDL is looking into how best we can extend the 
scheme so that people can be contacted without it being necessary to 
use the Internet or publish telephone numbers.  We should have more 
information available in the Spring 2011 Key Note. 

Location Station Phone / Email Bands Availability 

Derby 
Derbyshire 

Kev 
G4CMZ 

1956kevin@gmail.com 80m, 6m 
and 2m. 
QRP 
only 

Weekends, shift 
worker so various in 
the week. 

Ely 
Cambridgeshire 

Phil 
M6PHL 

phil09@tiscali.co.uk 160m-
70cm 

Evenings & Week-
ends. 

Flixton 
Manchester 

Billy 
M0JHA 

07816  991289 
cq.cqdx@hotmail.co.uk 

40m Up to 15wpm; Flixton 
and surrounding area. 

Kingswinsford 
West 
Midlands 

John 
M0CDL 

john@fists.co.uk 160m-
70cm 

Most times but not 
after 22:00 local 
weekdays, 22:30 
weekends. Speed up 
to 12 wpm. 

Stafford 
Staffordshire 

Stan 
G0BYA 

07954  130390 
stan.raf@hotmail.co.uk 

  Stan also provides 
Tuesday GB2CW ses-
sions on 2m and 80m. 

Stockport 
Greater 
Manchester 

Graham 
G3ZOD 

webmaster@fists.co.uk 80m-
70cm 

  

Straight Key Week Poll Graham G3ZOD, #8385 
 
I thought it’d be interesting to run a poll in the fistscw group to see to 
what extent the people there had participated in Straight Key Week.  The 
majority of people who voted did take part, but only half of those sub-
mitted logs.  Rich G4FAD commented: 

mailto:1956kevin@gmail.com
mailto:phil09@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:cq.cqdx@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:john@fists.co.uk
mailto:stan.raf@hotmail.co.uk
mailto: webmaster@fists.co.uk
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/fistscw/
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ON5ME-EUCW 160m Contest (8/9th Jan 2010) Maurice F5NQL 
 
Hi EUCW and associated societies, members and friends. 
 
The ON5ME-EUCW 160m Contest is sponsored by the French EUCW Soci-
ety, the Union Française des Telegraphistes, UFT. 
 
The dates and time for 2011 are: 

Saturday January 8th from 20h00 to 23h00 UTC 
Sunday January 9th from 04h00 to 07h00 UTC. 

 
The rules are the same as they were in the previous events. 
This year we welcome the Italian Marconista Society.  It has been in-
cluded in the multiplier list. 
 
The EUCW Societies who are issued by their regulatory authorities with 
one or more specific callsigns and whom will attend the contest are in-
vited to inform Ghislain, F6CEL, the contest checker (f6cel@orange.fr). 
The EUCW Societies’ callsigns are each worth 10 points per QSO.  
Last year the following ones were in the contest or indicated: 
DA0HSC, DF0ACW, DL0DA, DPOAGC, DK0AG, DK0HSC, DK0RTC, DL0CWG, 

“I reckon it would have been interesting to see peoples’ responses to the 
latest poll if we could see the number of stations a person had worked as 
well, for instance if you had a chap who had only worked say 3 stations it 
is not surprising he did not put in an entry but if he had worked say 103 
and no entry that would be interesting.” 
 
As I didn’t think another poll on the same topic would be welcomed so 
soon, I asked for comments instead.  I had wondered if creating a log was 
a cause, but it turned out that that the main reason was that people who 
only had a few contacts didn’t think it was worthwhile submitting an en-
try.  As was also pointed out, it is helpful to send in logs (even if only one 
contact) to show support and encourage others to join in. 

mailto:f6cel@orange.fr
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Setting Sparks Flying! Paul 2E0EAN / M6ABN, #14564 

Many readers in the UK will have enjoyed watching the TV programme 
Channel 4 screened in October concerning safety aspects of the RMS Ti-
tanic, which included restoration of a 100 year-old Marconi Emergency 
Wireless Transmitter.  After the programme, Paul 2E0EAN / M6ABN was 

DL0CWW, DL0HSC, DL0RTC, DL0XX, DL0YL, F8UFT, EM0RSE, G4FOC, 
GX0IPX, HB9HC, MX5IPX, ON5CFT. 
 
A free program, written by Alain, F6ENO, is available for downloading on 
the UFT web pages at http://www.uft.net/dwnld.php?lng=fr&pg=431. 
 
The software help pages give the rules in English, French and some other 
languages. 
So see you in this new EUCW event. 
73 from Maurice, F5NQL, one of the organizer gang. 

http://www.uft.net/dwnld.php?lng=fr&pg=431
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contacted by his neighbour who told him he had got “one of those 
things” in his attic that had belonged to his Grandfather.  Intrigued, Paul 
took it along to his local radio society.  Paul takes up the story... 
 
I thought that you might be interested to hear what happened - all under 
the watchful eye of the local EMC representative for our local RSGB !! 
 
We decided in view of the fact that it would transmit on all frequencies 
that we would not rig up an antenna... :-) 
 
There are no markings on the casing or parts to say who made this spark 
gap generator but my neighbour Terry thinks that it is from about 1910.  
He has no documents with it but he is in his 70's and can remember his 
Grandfather showing it to him.  Apparently he used to have one about 
twice the size as well.  Someone last night told us that the larger one 
would have been for high power. 
 
We took it along to club night and set up the glass insulation rods, wired 
it up to my Kent straight key and a 12 volt leisure battery and away it 
went!  The Chair even sent me a CW message to the club radio in the 
next room. 
 
Did we destroy anything?  Well we listened in on several receivers and it 
was clearly heard but fairly quiet so we rather hoped with our remote 
location that we did not upset anyone...  We obviously did not use any 
callsigns and limited our testing to not much more than someone using 
an electric drill or some such other equipment. 
 
The picture with the paper in the 
way of the spark was to show the 
direction of travel of the spark - set-
ting fire to the paper was accidental! 
 
An interesting article from Paul.  
Some research indicates that these 
type of induction coils, although pos-
sibly used in a transmitter, were also 
used for medical purposes, powering 
equipment needing high voltage and for education and demonstrations. 
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More on Valves Roy G4PRL, # 8997 
 
I was just reading my copy of the FISTS Key Note magazine when I came 
across Graham’s article on page 24. 
 
I thought that you may be interested to know that the valve on the left 
on the QSL card from DL3RAD is a US Navy issue type 1625, although RCA 
issued it under the designation of VT-136. 
 
This valve is electrically identical to the 807 except that the filaments are 
12 volt, and the base is 7 pin instead of 5 pin as on the 807, in fact if you 
look very carefully you can see the words Navy and a little of the 1625 
identification numbers on the card. 
 
I have some of these in my collection, and in fact am using one in a home 
brew tx at the moment.  I know that they were used in the US TCS12 
transmitters of the 1940's and possibly in other equipment of the time. 
 
I am sure that I have also come across the centre one with the 2 top caps 
in the past, but for the life of me I am unable to remember the details of 
it. 
 
I also have some of the QQV0? series, but they represent for me a differ-
ent part of the radio spectrum.  
 
I have included a photo of 
my own.  On the left is one 
of my 1625's along with a 
6146 of which I have a 
number, and on the right 
is one of my 807's. 
  
The problem I have at the 
moment is getting hold of 
7 pin bases for my 1625's, 
that is something else that 
I have to home brew hi. 
 
  
Regards from sunny south Devon.  73 de Roy, G4PRL # 8997. 
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HB-1A QRP CW Transceiver Billy M0JHA, #12589 
 
The HB in the name stands for Home brew.  This radio was originally 
made as a 3 band CW kit by BD4RG but is now available ready built.  It’s 
currently re-branded by two companies I know of, namely MYDEL and 
TEN-TEC, the latter being only a 2 band version.  Size is 140/95/35mm 
and weight around 500g and has been compared to the Elecraft KX1 in 
many ways. 
This radio has a few features 
including a memory mode 
(used to change bands), RIT/
USB/LSB CW, attenuator, 4 fil-
ter settings, freq. lock, freq. 
tuning step, automatic CQ call 
along with adjustable speed 
internal keyer.  There are 
probably more functions that I 
have missed out.  One thing I 
did notice was a strange click 
on 40m on first key down and then another click about 3 seconds after I 
stopped sending and the rx had come back.  On doing some digging on 
the net it seems the problem may be the low pass filter cap relay being 
switched out on rx.  This only happens on 40m and a few e-mails to peo-
ple who left reviews on e-Ham.net suggest some units are doing this.  It 
seems to be the low pass filter has been made with as few a parts as pos-
sible.  Although a bit annoying it seems the radio is designed like this and 
there’s nothing to be concerned about.  
 
Overall thoughts  
I like this little rig a lot . On getting it on the bench and connecting an an-
tenna I have made contacts with ease with good reports.  It has a few 
niggles like a tight battery tray compartment space and the click but 
apart from that I’m pleased with it and it looks like it’s going to be a great 
fun radio to take out.  After a few weeks now of using this radio I really 
can’t put any serious faults to it.  Yes it's a minimalist radio but that’s 
how it’s sold; it isn't meant to be a high end bit of kit but will give many 

http://www.eham.net/
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The “Czech Key” PA0NCV, Nick FISTS # 8382 
 
I’ve had a Czech key for several years and still use it on and off.  Bought 
mine a few years ago on a Ham fair in Bad Bentheim, Germany just be-
cause it looked different.  That evening in the shack, I found it actually 
feels better than many other keys. 
 

This is very solid made Morse key in a 
Bakelite housing that works very well.  It 
has some nice features that I, at least, 
had never seen in other keys.  For one 
when you open the casing from the top 
(you need two hands to do this) the wir-
ing is disconnected from the metal parts 
inside.  This is not a bad idea when you 
use an old or homebrew valve transmit-

ter with cathode keying.  This typically gives 100 to 150 volts over the key 
and makes your heartbeat suddenly go up when you try to make some 
key adjustments. 
 
Secondly it has a separate break contact when you 
lift the key up.  Maybe not very useful, but I had it 
connected to the TX/RX relay in a 2 valve QRP trans-
mitter I built many years ago.  
 
Adjustments on spacing and spring tension are simple with handscrews 
and locking rings like we see on so many keys.  The tension adjustment 
on this key works very well. It is a fine adjustment on a fairly hefty spring.  
At its minimum setting, if you like it that way, it will make a solid contact 

Key in “up” position 

hours of fun radio to the QRP/CW enthusiast.  My thoughts are 
to make a key using a jack plug along with a Miracle Whip and 
internal batteries to go ultra portable.  I can't see me not mak-
ing contacts using the Miracle Whip if I turn the power back up 
to 5 watts as I can make contacts using the whip and an 817. 
 
Billy M0JHA, #12589 
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with a two Euro coin (7g) on the knob but without being sloppy.  Set at 
max and it makes a good key 
for an angry dockworker. 
In all it is a pleasant and very 
quiet key that works well, 
also at higher speeds.  Be-
cause of it's unique construc-
tion it is well balanced and 
does not need a heavy base.  
I used it on a piece of anti-slip 
mat. 
 
Only negative I found is that it feels a bit spongy if you are a hard hitter. 
If you like CW with a big heavy solid brasspounder then this may be not 
for you. 
 
Happy keying!  73, PA0NCV, Nick FISTS # 8382 
 

The “Czech Key” Derek G0PPI, #1639 
 
I have been using mine for a week now and think it's a good device.  The 
main points are that it has a dish shaped button rather than a round 
knob.  This is fine for tapping it with a couple of fingers but doesn't easily 
lend itself to being gripped like the usual round knob which I have used 
up till now.  However the action of the lever is very smooth and ends in a 
soft contact.  The contact terminal appears to be mounted on a strip of 
what I assume is spring steel which gives it the soft feeling to the end of 
travel.  In addition to this there is very little sound from the key as the 
working parts are housed in a Bakelite body.  These two characteristics of 
the key make it feel light and smooth to operate. 
 
The key has a "Y" shaped lever which means that there are two bearings 
2 inches apart, one on each side of the body.  This lever also lifts up and 
locks into this position, possibly to avoid accidental transmission.  The 
Czech words for Receive and Transmit are printed on the lever. 
 
Lifting the lid of the body, by pushing the bottom of a latch under the 
lever, reveals the two adjusting screws and the internal framework which 
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is rather clever in design.  When the lid is open it is not possible to use 
the key as the lid carries a contact which breaks the circuit. 
 
There is a nice 38 inch length of cable fitted to the key and a 2 contact 
plug on the end.  The body is mounted on a steel plate which does not 
have any holes in it to allow it to be screwed down to anything.  My view 
on this latter point is that there is no need to secure this key to the oper-
ating surface and there is certainly no need to add any weight.  A piece of 
anti slip material will suffice as was suggested in Nick PA0NCV’s report.  It 
is possible that the key was made to be slid into locating rails as there is a 
lack of paint on the left and right of the steel base. 
 
As Nick reported, this may not be the key for those who prefer some-
thing more like a hammer on a pivot, but for those who like a key with a 
light smooth operation this is ideal and at the price advertised in Key 
Note is very good value. 
 
Derek.   G0PPI. 1639. 

“Bathtub” Keys 
 
Pol G3HAL writes about David G3SCD / VK3DBD’s article in the Summer/
Autumn 2010 Key Note about restoring a Type D Morse key: 
 
G3SCD/VK3DBD is right is to say that 
the bathtub Morse key was used in air-
craft but wrong to imply that it was not 
fit for purpose.  The bathtub key (Keys, 
Morse, Type F, if memory serves) was 
designed for use in aircraft in the days 
when they were much lighter and 
slower than those of later times.  The 
heavy spring pressures were the air-
borne operator's first line of defence 
against the positive and negative g 
forces that were experienced when the 
aircraft hit an airpocket ("turbulence" to you, young man).  These made it 

“Bathtub” Key 
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difficult for him  to press or release the key, depending on the direction 
of the g force on his sending hand. 
 
In about 1949 the wireless ops of RAF Transport Command, who in those 
days were flying Avro York aircraft, suggested that the bathtub key 
should be replaced with something more sophisticated (a Type D, per-
haps).  An informal poll of airborne W/Ops showed a majority in favour 
of the bathtub.  Having experienced the effects of g on my sending when 
the Westland Wapiti, in which I was enjoying a training flight to let me 
exercise my Morse ability from an aeroplane, hit some rough air I could 
only agree that the bathtub key met its design requirements. 
Pol Parrott  G3HAL #8367 Vy 73 
 
David G3SCD / VK3DBD writes in response: 
Pol is of course quite right; my comments were intended to mean that 

"I would not choose to use a bathtub key in the shack out of 
choice." 

But as pointed out they were quite okay for their intended purpose.  I 
have never had the experience of using CW in an aircraft, but have fre-
quently experienced the effects of G force while flying in light aircraft of 
many types doing aerial photography whilst trying to keep a large cam-
era weighing several pounds lined up on the subject matter while the pi-
lot held the plane in a sharp bank and turn. 
Often in a small helicopter, I used to remove the door and sit half out 
with feet on the float/skids, which added wind pressure to the equation!  
Rather a funny feeling when the pilot turned in such a way that the rotor 
was in vertical plane... 
Radio Operating in a Lancaster with gloved hands in freezing weather 
too, one can understand why the 1154/1155 had such hefty knobs! 
 
The RAF key ref. 10A/7741, also known as Type F telegraph key, was 
made from about 1936 until 1967.  In fact it was still in use up to the 
1990s.  It was used in most RAF aircraft which were fitted with the 
T1154/R1155 equipment and prior to that the T10883 and R1082.  
 
Primarily it was a flameproof key, the danger of ignition with the high 
voltage present which possibly could ignite leaking petrol fumes etc. un-
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der warfare condition was  very 
real. 
 
The works of the key are all in-
side and to our usual way of 
thinking are upside down.  The 
two "knobs" visible on the top 
of the key are not adjustments 
as one might think but the con-
nection terminals for the wires.  
Adjustment of gap and tension was made internally with a screwdriver.  
The key was usually screwed down to the operator’s bench and  had one 
feature that may not first be apparent. 
 
The spring clip seen at one end served a dual purpose - holding the body 
of the key closed in normal use, but if the round bead on it was pushed 
harder it would then click onto the disk of the key knob and hold the key 
closed.  In the event of the aircraft being abandoned and the clip actu-
ated, the carrier would continue and possibly help a DF station to facili-
tate finding its position and crew rescue if at all possible. 
 
The key is quite heavy handed to use; it was intended for use in open 
cockpit aeroplanes, use possibly with gloved hands, and also I think in 
some marine air sea rescue boats - not noted for a very dry environment, 
so the flame proof design also helped to keep out the sea water spray.   
Under the knob is a rubber diaphragm to allow some movement as it was 
operated.  In the turbulence of the relatively low altitudes of the period 
and most certainly under fire, it would have been no easy task to concen-
trate on slick operating! 
 
Very many of these keys were made, not all in England.  I understand 
that some were made in Canada and these were  black in colour, but I 
have never seen one of those.  The English ones were made of the famil-
iar brown Bakelite. 
David Dunn G3SCD/VK3DBD 
 
Thanks to Pol and David for writing in, and also to David for the providing 
the photographs. 
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EUCW QRS Party 2010 Results Rob M0BPT, #5576 
 
Welcome.  The 2010 Party was a lot better attended than last year. 
Thanks to all who found time to come on air and support their club, the 
EUCW movement and CW in general. 
 
Again, this year, with the “MRM” (Most Readable Morse) Award, nomi-
nations have been received for people who sadly did not send in a log, 
which means of course they must be discounted for the award.  I'll pub-
lish the list of nominees later in this article. 
 
In summing up, all entrants had an enjoyable week, with new meetings 
of EUCW members throughout.  The words of Klaus, DH7NK "Thank you 
all for sharing the fascinating 
hobby of Telegraphy" speaks 
volumes for all of us.  The 
words of G4LHI "Not as many 
clubs heard on air this year, as 
in previous years" are very true.  
Let’s hope that this is due to 
condx, and not a general apathy 
for CW!  The general comments 
throughout mention "A great 
week" and with more entrants 
this year (the most since I took 
over the post in 2006) Is very 
good news; let’s hope that this 
will mark the turning point of 
the QRS party once again.  I did 
notice the absence of long time 
supporters of the event this 
year; hope you'll all be able to 
make it next year.  A mention 
must go to the RU-QRP op's, 
who, once again, without their 
support, the QRP section would 
be nonexistent! 

Final Results 

CALL CLUB  POINTS CLASS 

DL2FCA AGCW 78 A 

IK2RMZ AGCW 72 A 

G4LHI FISTS 66 A 

OH7QR FISTS 31 A 

M0DRK FISTS 24 A 

DH7NK AGCW 16 A 

DF2ZY AGCW 13 A 

HB9DEO HTC 10 A 

PA3AFF FISTS 8 A 

DL1HW ????? 6 A 

HB9ACY HTC 2 A 

G3ZOD FISTS 1 A 

RW3AI RU-QRP 74 B 

UA1ASB RU-QRP 16 B 

UU7JF RU-QRP 12 B 

UA9FAX RU-QRP 12 B 

RA1AEI RU-QRP 8 B 

UR4MCK RU-QRP 6 B 
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Straight Key Week (SKW) 2010 Results Rob M0BPT, #5576 
 
Hello and welcome to the results for SKW 2010. 
 
What a marvellous week of activity!  As some will know GX0IPX #1 and 
GX3ZQS #2 were on air for two days during the event.  Yet again, very 
pleased to work members/non-members who called in for a brief chat. 
It’s very heartening to hear so much activity from members. 
 
A mention and thanks must go to John, M0CDL who yet again allowed 
me to take over his facilities to air the club calls.  Thanks too go to Stan 

Congratulations go to DL2FCA, IK2RMZ, and G4LHI 
representing AGCW-DL and FISTS clubs in the class 
“A” Section. 
 
Again, congratulations to RW3AI, UA1ASB, and 
UU7JF all representing RU-QRP in the class “B” Sec-
tion. 
 
On to the "Most Readable Morse" (MRM) Award. 
 
No "shared awards" this year; the top three outright 
winners are shown above. Congratulations to 
RW3AI, DL2FCA, and UU7JF. 
 
Such a shame that some nominees must be dis-
counted owing to the absence of a log.  Let’s hope 
next year they may consider sending one in. 
 
Once again, many thanks to all who took time to 
support the event.  As mentioned earlier, the most 
logs received this year since I took on the mantle of 
Activities organiser for FISTS.  I hope that 2011 
yields even more. 
 
Till next time; 
Keep well, 
"keep pounding brass!" 
73, M0BPT 

MRM Awards 

CALL CLUB 

RW3AI RU-QRP 

DL2FCA AGCW 

UU7JF RU-QRP 

MRM Nominees 

CALL CLUB 

RW3AI RU-QRP 

DL2FCA AGCW 

UU7JF RU-QRP 

M0DRK FISTS 

G4LHI FISTS 

OH7QR FISTS 

IK2RMZ AGCW 

UR4MCK RU-QRP 

G3YGJ FISTS 

EI7IS ????? 

G0ANV FISTS 

G4LNA FISTS 

HA9MAV ????? 

UA1ASB RU-QRP 

UA9FAX RU-QRP 
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K4UK who activated the FISTS North America club call KN0WCW on a 
number of days and I see many worked him on quite a few occasions.  
Sadly I wasn’t able to make the trip across the pond; the wind must have 
been in the wrong direction Stan, (Hi). 
 
A warm welcome to Ernie, GI0GDF #552 who chose SKW for his first 
FISTS Event. 
 
Stan K4UK was again using the key 
that Hector, NP4FW, sent him, us-
ing a door hinge, this year operat-
ing under the FISTS North America 
club callsign KN0WCW.  Hector’s 
door hinge key is still doing a ster-
ling job, so I guess the door is go-
ing to stay broken for a while yet 
Hi. 
 
Quite a few mentioned to me how 
much they found it to be hard going at the start of the event, but how 
pleased they are to have picked up the “Up and downer” once again and 
as per one comment, almost a trip down memory lane. 
 
Another interesting thing about SKW is that you are able to find out what 
keys members are using and have dusted off for the event. 
 

Gra G3ZOD made some comments on 
“S” Meter readings.  I make no apolo-
gies for not looking at the meter, just go 
with what my ears tell me.  Indeed I’ve 
had rather brusque replies when giving 
a 339 or 449 Report! 
 
Stan was exceedingly popular with 

KN0WCW during the week.  M6PHL ob-
serves that in his case, M3 and M6 prefix 

holders were conspicuous by their absence; looking through the entries 

For those who haven’t seen Stan’s key, 
here is what it looks like. 

Hi-Mound HK-704 used at 
G3ZOD during SKW.  
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received, I did notice that many newer members were active during the 
week. I will concur with Peter’s comment that activities such as SKW, and 
EYAW for that matter, are agreeable opportunities for members who are 
new to CW, or lack the confidence to go on air!  Our members are there 
to help you overcome the concerns you might have! 
 
Fred MØICW # 9870 commented in the FISTS News Group: 
 

“What did make it worthwhile for me was a QSO I had on Day 3 on 
3.558, with Mike G8FDR (a non member), who answered my CQ 
call.  During the short QSO he told me that this was his FIRST EVER 
CW contact since he was first licensed 30 0dd years ago! 
After the contact I found his address and sent him an email con-
gratulating him on 'getting the hard part over' (first CW contact), 
and hoping that now he had started he would continue to use the 
mode.  He replied that he had not been aware of the SK Week 
event, but had been attracted to the frequency because of the high 
level of CW activity and at a speed and quality that he felt confident 
to try for a first contact with.  I suggested that he might consider 
the benefits of joining the club, and hope we will see more of him 
soon!” 

 
Summing up the week’s event 
The comments on the News Group and from G3JFS sum up what our so-
ciety is about!  SKW meant G8FDR felt comfortable enough to take his 
first ever CW QSO on air. This one event made SKW worthwhile; less ex-
perienced members and non-members who read these comments 
should feel heartened and call in. 
 
G3JFS mentions “SKW is an ideal opportunity for them to make contact 
with members who are prepared to show patience and consideration to 
stations trying to gain confidence on air”. 
 
G3ZOD mentions “I was very pleased to have a lengthy QSO (over an 
hour) with Roger, GW3UEP, who, although a non-member, was enjoying 
himself participating in SKW.  It's good to know that we are friendly and 
welcoming enough for non-members to feel comfortable in joining in” 
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Let’s hope the events that I have planned for 2011 will encourage more 
to join in, no matter how experienced you are! 
 
I’ve enjoyed reading the comments that came with your logs and reports. 
G3LHJ commented suggesting it was a trip down memory lane for him 
and others! 
G0AZR commented “It has been so enjoyable to meet people day by day 
and also new friends...because that is what they have become”. 
Year by year, events within the society are becoming more popular and 
enjoyed by the membership and non members too! 
Without your support, this great facet of our hobby 
could have/would have become extinct; pleased to 
receive the support from you all.  Let’s hope that the 
2011 activities will be received with even more en-
thusiasm! 
 
A special mention must go to  Erkki OH7QR, #8318 
who hooked up with THREE of the FISTS international 
club calls!  Namely:  
GX3ZQS (Op M0BPT) FISTS EU#2;  
KN0WCW (Op K4UK) FISTS NA#10000;  
and impressively JL3YMV (Op JO3HPM) FISTS EA 
#15000!  
Well done Erkki!  
 
Congratulations to G4LHI, G3ASG, and G0VQW for 
taking the top three slots; Certificates to all three. 
 
Thanks again for your support of the event.  No mat-
ter how small your log may be, send it to me for in-
clusion.  It shows your support for the event and the 
society and that CW is still alive and well supported! 
 
Till next time; 
Keep well; Keep pounding brass! 73. M0BPT 

SKW 2010 

CALL SCORE 

G4LHI 297 

G3ASG 247 

G0VQW 244 

KN0WCW 215 

G3ZRJ 145 

G3JFS 134 

2E0JCY 125 

G0AZR 124 

OH7QR 121 

M6PHL 113 

G3HAL 105 

K4UK 84 

G0MRH 80 

G3ZOD 78 

G3XZX 65 

G3LHJ 62 

IK2RMZ 57 

GI0GDF 48 

PA3AFF 47 

2E0JYK 43 

G4LMW 40 

M5FRA 6 

GX0IPX 26 

GX3ZQS 30 
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Brasspounder September Issue #54 Rob M0BPT, #5576 
 
Welcome to the September edition. 
 
Every month it is always a pleasure to receive comments 
and news from your goodselves; this month is no excep-
tion.  But first of all, I must start with sad news. 
 
From Peter. G4LHI 
 
Hello Robert, I attach my claim & report for the Septem-
ber Ladder.  I found condx were a little kinder to us this 
month & I had three fairly good scores of 18, 19 & 21, so picked the last 
two for my September claim.  I did not work any new members in spite 
of all the publicity on the Reflector Group & the many new members 
joining the Fists Club, but perhaps they were just listening this month & 
hope they get their feet wet & join us next month?  It's great fun guys 
please don’t be afraid, the Fists Club is infectious & we are all Carriers!!  I 
did have 10 QSO’s for 19 points on the 12th evening session & in the af-
ternoon session on the 26th 11 QSO’s for 21 points, giving me a little bet-
ter total for September of 40 points, but as always a very enjoyable event 
& nice to meet old friends again.  Very nice to see the list of entries is 
getting bigger each month & especially nice to see new callsigns appear-
ing on the list, must be encouraging for our Activity Manager.  Very many 
thanks to all for the QSO’s the signals were up & down on all stations, but 
if it was easy we would not enjoy it so much hi.  That’s all for now folks, 
see you on the Ladder in October.   
 
Finally on a rather sad note, I am very sorry to say that dear Jean sadly 
slipped away very peacefully on Tuesday 21st September, after a very 
long & painful illness, she is now at rest bless her, she was so brave.  Very 
many thanks to you all that sent kind messages to Jean for her recovery, 
she was a lovely lady.  Also my sincere thanks to our Activities Manager 
for travelling all the way to Cambridge to join us in our Humanist Service 
to celebrate Jean’s Life, we did appreciate that Rob, bless you. 
73 de Peter G4LHI # 2219. 
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Hello Peter.  I was saddened to hear of your loss, and was honoured to be 
present and represent the society.  On a personal basis, I would like to 
offer my sincere condolences to you and the family; on behalf of all mem-
bers who know you via the society, I hope that you find our thoughts of 
comfort to you at this sad time.  Suffice to say that the FISTS family are 
thinking of you.  
 
The amateur presence at Jean’s send off consisted of: M0FDA (Alan), 
G0SXM (Danny), G4MSQ (Frank), 2E0JYK (Graham), G0IWB (Joe), G0XAH 
(David), M0DLM (Derek), M0BPT (Rob), M6PHL (Phil). 
 
Thank you for your report of the month’s happening; as ever Peter, a con-
cise round up. 
 
 
Very pleased to receive an new entry from Greg, G0DUB; 
who comments. 
 
Hi Robert.  Please find attached my first ladder entry for September - not 
too many contacts but it was all a learning experience for next time (Hi).  
I was using an IC-718 with 100W to a horizontal loop about 4m AGL mak-
ing this a QRO entry. 
73, Greg, G0DUB FISTS #6095 
 
Welcome Greg; pleased to hear from you, there are never too little con-
tacts in anyone's log, it shows support of the society, and its activities. 
Look forward to hearing from you. 
 
And from Erkki; OH7QR 
 
Hello Robert, 
I send attached my ladder log.  This month I managed to have two QSOs 
also on 80M besides the usual 20M.  Many thanks to all for the QSOs and 
I hope to meet you in October. 
73 Erkki OH7QR 
 
Good to hear from you once again Erkki, I know that 80 is a problem for 
you to contact UK members, so pleased that the band is showing some 
favour for you. 
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And from Graham; 2E0JYK 
 
Hi Rob.  Here is my activity ladder entry for September; it is not as good 
as I would have liked, but I somehow managed to break the tip off my 
key so i was unable to send for a while; but all is well now. 
Regards graham 2E0JYK. 
 
Hello Graham, good to hear from you and sorry to hear of your mishap 
with the key, pleased to hear that all is operational once again.  Pleased 
to have met you for the first time.  
 
From good friend Jeremy G0AZR 
 
Hi Rob.  Hope you are ok?  Attached is the Sept Ladder claim. 
Yesterday was not too bad at all I found. 
20 mtrs was pretty good; 40mtrs was enjoyable and nice to work two 
members on there. 
Evening time on 80 was variable I found.  Lots of sideband QRM from 
Spanish or Portuguese fishing vessels, but on the whole not bad.  The Fen 
Tiger, M6PHL was up and running I noted.  It does seem that now I have 
kept both ends of the inverted V at the same level from the ground it has 
improved.  Found it strange that there was an E8 contest on but they 
only wanted to work each other. 
Good of you to take the time to organise and sort all of these contests 
(Activities...Rob) ... about time you got an award. 
Jeremy G0AZR 
PS. do I get an award for being the first one to sign up on your website? 
 
Hi Jerry, errrr....yes, you get the "I was the first one to sign up to my web-
site award". 
 
(Hi) Good to hear from you, and not too bad here thanks, glad to hear 
that the aerial has improved.  That is a strange but true phenomenon you 
mention about others just wanting to work one-another!  Isn't it true that 
they always show an interest when things go quiet their end?? 
 
And from Phil; M6PHL. 
 
Hello Rob.  The 'Fen Tiger' strikes again with his September log for the 
Ladder Hi!, thank you Jerry. 
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Good to hear a few more members, especially on the second Sunday of 
the month. 
It was also very good to finally meet you Rob for the first time, despite it 
not being the best of circumstances. 
I also look forward helping the society as the QSL Sub manager for 'M' & 
'2E' series callsigns. 
Hope to work you all again next month.  
Phil M6PHL Fists 14543  
 
Hi Phil, Good to hear from you once again.  A real pleasure to meet you 
and the other people present, in, as you quite rightly say "Not the best of 
circumstances".  Let’s hope we can meet again in the not too distant fu-
ture. 
 
Derek; M0DRK writes. 
 
Hi Robert, Here is the log for the Sept. Ladder.  Many thanks to those sta-
tions that gave me points again.  Very nice to work Gra, G3ZOD on both 
sessions.  I have to say that the 80m QSO was the most difficult to copy 
and thank you Graham for sticking with me until I had all the info re-
quired.  The QSO on 40m was far easier to complete.  Good to work Piet, 
PA3AFF on the second session, also on 40m. 
Take care Robert, thanks for taking care of the running.  Do you realise, 
only three more months to go on the Ladder?  Where did the year go, hi. 
See you next month, Derek, M0DRK 
 
Hi Derek.  Yes, just three months to go on the ladder, time is passing so 
quickly!  You'll be looking at the 2011 activity calendar before you know 
it! (Hi) 
 
And from Piet, PA3AFF 
 
Hi Rob.  Here is my entry for the Ladder of Sept.  I chose the last Sunday 
of the month for my QSOs. 
Started the afternoon session on 40m and switched at the end to 80m 
because of QRM EA-contest. 
The EA-stns became louder and louder. 
On 80m heard most of the 40m calls worked before.  I decided to work 
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only new calls on 80m. 
My info: Piet/Schaft/445. Stn: TS130V, pwr 15W, ant. 80m: endfed Zepp, 
40m: dipole 
73 PA3AFF 
 
Always a pleasure to hear from you Piet.  Glad you found time to get on 
air once again. 
 
From Kev. G4CMZ 
 
Hi Rob.  Thanks for another great Brasspounder issue.  Managed to get 
on to 40 metres and meet Piet PA3AFF and Derrick G3LHJ.  Experienced a 
great deal of deep QSB on 80metres this month.  Starting to work to-
wards some Awards now. 
 
Take care and 73 de G4CMZ 6440  
 
Hi Kev.  Good to hear from you, and thanks once again for your kind 
words.  Nice to hear you've met up with Piet and Derrick; other have men-
tioned that 80 was difficult. 
 
And from Bill; G0BAK 
 
Hi Rob.  Please find attached my September Ladder Score. 
 
On the session on the 12th, I found things difficult and only managed to 
score 8 points for the 2 hour afternoon session. 
 
It was my Daughter’s 2nd Birthday on the 28th September and so we 
held a Party for her on the afternoon of the 26th.  I did not expect to 
manage a ladder Session on this day, however my Daughter decided to 
have her afternoon nap around the time of the Ladder session.  As I was 
upstairs keeping my eye on her while Debbie my wife prepared for the 
party, I decided to fire up the radio.  I am pleased to say I managed just 
over an hour of operating and managed to work 5 members for a score 
of 10 points.  I had a shock when I asked Peter (G4LHI) how his Jean was 
getting on.  When he told me she had become an SK I was very shocked. 
My thoughts and wishes are with you Peter. 
 
I must also take this opportunity to apologise to the other members that 
I worked on this day as I was rushing somewhat before my Daughter 
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woke up from her nap. 
 
In all a smashing day was had and I also managed 10 points on the Lad-
der.  I will say however that I did find 80 metres a tad difficult on this day 
with no one above an S7 signal.  I did however work Derrick G3LHJ on 40 
metres at the end of my 1 hour session.  Derrick was a fantastic signal on 
40 metres and I would imagine he did very well on the Ladder. 
 
Well that’s it for another month Rob, take care and all the best to you 
and your family.  Best wishes also to all fists members. 
 
Bill G0BAK Fists 13262 
 
Hello Bill. Good to hear from you, and a belated "Happy Birthday" to your 
daughter!  You were lucky for her to have her nap whilst you were on 
"Watch duty" but pleased to hear that you managed to get some air time 
in! 
 
From Graham. G3ZOD 
 
Ladder: September turned out to be one of the best Ladder months for 
me for a very long time.  The evening session on the 12th was particularly 
good and I was pleased to meet Greg G0DUB #6095 and Roy G4PRL 
#8997 for the first time.  I was sure I had contacted Roy before, but it 
turned out to be a case of having seen / heard his callsign a lot. 
 
Normally during the afternoon sessions I start out on 20m then go onto 
80m.  On the 26th though, after starting  on 20m I went to 40m and tried 
harder.  This resulted in 3 contacts, which is more than I can usually man-
age on 20m+80m alone in an afternoon, so was well worth the effort  
 
VHF: The CW-only efforts in the August 6m and 4m UKACs have again 
given results that I'm happy with: 50/61 on 6m and 29/40 on 4m.  The 
club entry results for "FISTS CW Club" are 30/42 on 6m and equal 21 out 
of 22 on 4m.  The 6m "FISTS CW Club" result was given a boost by Dave 
G0DJA #1372 submitting an entry - thanks Dave!  The 4m club result is a 
bit disappointing but isn't helped by having no entry in the first two ses-
sions (there are a total of four in 2010, with one remaining in November).   
 
73 de Graham G3ZOD FISTS #8385 
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Good to hear from you once again Gra.  And good to hear that you picked 
up a couple of new additions this month. 
 

Brasspounder October Issue #55 Rob M0BPT, #5576 
 
Welcome to the October edition. 
 
Firstly, let me thank all who emailed to comment on the September edi-
tion of BP.  Your kind words and feedback are greatly appreciated.  As I 
prepare this offering, the weather is being somewhat inclement; many of 
us will be looking towards Winter evenings spent in front of the fire.  No 
doubt radio will fill in the gaps where time spent attending to our gar-
dens, homes etc. occupied our time and of course maintenance to the 
amateur radio station.  Our busy lives seem to put radio further down the 
list of "Things to do" these days.  I hope you'll find time and make a men-
tal note to spend more time on air over the coming months. 
 
Let’s look at some of the reports/comments received this month. 
 
From Colin M5FRA. 
 
Hi Rob.  Well I made it this month even if I only managed 9 points.  As 
winter approaches I hope I can get on more regularly. 
73. Colin  M5FRA/G8FRA 
 
Welcome Colin, pleased you found some "On air" time and showed your 
support. 
 
From Jeremy. G0AZR 
 
Hi Rob.  Another month passes. 
Not so brilliant this month, the first ladder session saw me in the throes 
of a pretty nasty stomach upset, so as the shack is a long way from facili-
ties......I wasn't on the air long.  
The second round was ok.....managed Erkki on 20 and also heard G4LHI 
working him but was unable to raise Peter. 
The evening session saw 80 metres variable at my end.....and finally it 
started to break down (for me anyway) just after 2000. 
Good to talk to all of the boys again....Superman's mate, "General" ZOD 
appeared out of the gloom, threatening me harm by way of his XYL...... 
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About all for now.....let's see if we can get more on to your new web-
site.......give it an advert....... 
73 Jeremy G0AZR 
 
Good to hear from you Jeremy. and pleased to hear you’re on the mend 
once again.  Conditions have been marginal on 80 once again this month, 
as I always say; lets keep hoping for improvement.  Pleased to hear that 
"General" (G3)ZOD made it into your log this month once again. 
 
To continue with Jeremy's words regarding the website http://m0bpt-
fists.webs.com/, it has the ability (much like the FISTS News Group) for 
you to become a member and post comments for others to see and act 
upon, not just about radio.  So if you want to join up, feel free to do so. 
 
From Greg, G0DUB 
 
Hi Robert, 
I must be doing something right - more points claimed than last month.  I 
was only able to operate on one day but it was good to find some 40m 
propagation available on the 24th to provide some variety. 
Apologies to G4LHI who was my first contact of the day but immediately 
after I had been beating some flatpack furniture into submission so my 
keying was a little ragged. 
73, Greg, G0DUB #6095 2  
 
Hi Greg.  Good to hear from you....Flatpack furniture!  Haven't we all 
been there at some stage?  "Beating it into submission" is the best de-
scription I've ever heard, and sums it up completely! 
 
From Phil M6PHL. 
 
Hello Rob.  Hope you are well. 
Here is my latest log for the October Ladder. 
It was good to see that evening conditions were much better than some 
of the previous months, let’s hope that they continue to improve. 
It was very good to work some new members on the ladder on the first 
Sunday, especially G0OAN, Sean, and G3LHJ, Derrick, I hope we hear 
much more of you over the coming months.  
Are you able to publicise these few words for me? 

http://m0bpt-fists.webs.com/
http://m0bpt-fists.webs.com/
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I have just received a large box of QSL cards from the previous manager 
As the new QSL Sub Manager for M and 2E series callsigns, I am currently 
sorting and creating a new spreadsheet for all cards etc. received.  I have 
inherited cards going back to the year 2000, so if any members feel they 
have been waiting for cards for a while could they contact me by email 
via phil09@tiscali.co.uk.  Can I also remind members that it would be ap-
preciated if they send stamped addressed envelopes, not just labels and 
stamps.  
73 Phil M6PHL,  Fists 14543. 
 
Hi Phil. Consider it done!  Good to hear from you and many thanks to you 
for taking on the role of sub manager.  And thanks to Glenn for his efforts 
previously.  I notice a good score from you this month! 
 
From Bill. G0BAK 
 
Hi Rob.  Please find attached my Ladder Log for October.  We went to 
Blackpool on the 24th so only managed 1 session this month on the af-
ternoon of the 10th.  I enjoyed this session and managed to work 4 mem-
bers and 3 non-members for a score of 11 points. 
Two of the 4 members worked were new contacts for me, IZ1CLB Teo 
and G4OYC John.  Not only did I claim 4 points from these 2 stations, the 
new calls gave me enough points to apply for my Century Award, added 
bonus. 
I mentioned that I had sent my Yaesu FT950 back to Yaesu as it had de-
veloped a fault.  Well I got the radio back very quickly and it is working 
fine.  The problem I have with this is that Yaesu did not find a fault!  So 
needless to say I am still a tad concerned.  Fingers crossed that the fault 
does not return, or if it does let’s hope it’s in the warranty period.  On a 
positive note, I still find the radio brilliant and enjoy using it. 
I suspect that I will have dropped down the Ladder this month but I hope 
to manage a couple of good sessions before the year end. 
Good luck to all and see you next month.  73 Bill G0BAK Fists 13262 
 
Hi Bill.  Good to hear from you once again.  Pleased that you managed to 
get two new numbers in the log, and to gain enough for the century cer-
tificate!  I recollect a comment made some time ago that it seems that CC 

mailto:phil09@tiscali.co.uk
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numbers are rarely exchanged by members these days.  I must confess 
that I've not noticed, but let’s hope that members will remember to ex-
change CC numbers when in QSO.  Fine on the saga with the 950, let’s 
hope it was a minor glitch and should it show up again, be within the 
warranty period.  I had noticed earlier the closeness of scores with your-
self and M6PHL.  I shall be observing the coming months with interest! 
 
And from Peter. G4LHI 
 
Hello Robert.  I attach my claim & report for the October Ladder.  I found 
condx were again fairly reasonable this month.  I had two decent scores 
of 18 & 17, so not a difficult decision to make to claim this month, the 
evening session on the 10th & the afternoon session on the 24th.  I did 
join in both the other periods & was able to help to swell a few guys’ 
scores. 
I was lucky to work one new Member, many thanks Sean, Nr 14854 from 
London.  Welcome to the Fists Club & the Ladder Sean, I do hope you will 
be a regular on Robs Activities; there is a very interesting calendar circu-
lating for 2011 to look forward to.  I did have 9 QSOs for 18 points on the 
10th evening session & in the afternoon session on the 24th 9 QSOs for 
17 points, giving me a little lower total for October of 35 points, but as 
always a very enjoyable event & nice to meet old friends again.  
Very nice to see the list of entries is getting bigger each month & espe-
cially nice to see new callsigns appearing on the list, must be encouraging 
for our Activities Manager, do hope you all enjoy the Activities, & con-
tinue to join us, we are all Nuts of course, but it does help.  Very many 
thanks to all for the QSOs; I worked all the stations I could hear, the sig-
nals were up & down on all stations, very sorry if you called me & I did 
not hear you in the noisy old 80M band.  
Won’t it be nice to get back on those WARC bands again next year, I did 
enjoy that WARC Band Challenge (not a Contest hi!!).  That’s all for now 
folks, see you on the Ladder in November, only two more to go, so who 
knows who will be in the Pole position or on the Rostrum, keep bashing 
the brass!  The Certificates produced by Rob are certainly well worth 
working for & make good talking points when the uninitiated visit the 
shack hi!.  73 de Peter G4LHI # 2219.  
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As ever Peter, good to hear from you and thanks for your round up of the 
month on the ladder.  Indeed very gratifying to see new entrants in our 
activities, it shows support for the society and CW.  No matter how large 
or small, every entry does just that.  The four seasons activity (FSA) sched-
uled for 2011 I hope will appeal to all over the next year, on whatever 
band you choose, again showing the potential of the much underused 
and underrated WARC bands.  
 
From Piet PA3AFF 
 
Hi Robert.  Here is my log for this month's ladder.  Pleased to work some 
new members.  Very happy to give Graham 2E0JYK his first CW contact 
outside England and to receive his direct QSL card.  I was able to be QRV 
in all 4 timeslots.  The two afternoon sessions were the most successful 
with mainly QSOs on 40m.  Score 29 points, guess my maximum score 
this season.  Till next time!  
73 de PA3AFF, Piet, Schaft, Fists #445 
 
Hi Piet. Good to hear from you once again.  I notice from your log that 
you were in demand during the timeslots!  And good to hear that you 
were the first to QSO with Graham 2E0JYK outside of England.  A mile-
stone in his amateur activity! 
 
From Graham. 2E0JYK 
 
Hi Rob.  This is my activity ladder entry for October.  I must admit I had a 
great time on CW on the 10/10/2010; as you can see by the entry I man-
aged to contact my first European amateur: PA3AFF. 
That was my first contact across the water and I confess I was like a child 
with a new toy!  Again a big thank-you to Peter G4LHI for all the tuition 
he gives not only to me but to all the others that he teaches!  
Regards Graham 2E0JYK 
 
Hi Graham.  I'm sure all will agree that we're very happy for you to reach 
this milestone.  Piet too was pleased to be the recipient of your 1st QSO 
off the island.  It's very rewarding for all of us to hear that you're enjoying 
learning the mode, and wish you many more rewarding contacts in the 
future.  Very pleased for you! 
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From Derek. M0DRK 
 
Hi Robert.  So little to show for October Ladder I almost didn't send in a 
log.  I just don't seem to get out here and things may not get better until I 
can improve my antenna.  I could hear Peter on 80m having great success 
and Piet PA3AFF on 40m in quite a pile up.  Sorry to Colin M5FRA who 
tried so hard to give me a QSO but it was just impossible for him to even 
copy my full callsign.  Take care, see you in November.  
73. Derek M0DRK.  
 
Hi Derek.  As I commented earlier, every entry, no matter how small, 
shows support for the society and the mode.  Condx were less than fa-
vourable for some. 
 
From Erkki OH7QR 
 
Hello Robert.  Attached is my log for October; 20m was the best band for 
me.  I had planned to work on 80m during the evening session on the 
24th, but nothing for me!  I heard some stations from the UK but they 
were so weak, I didn't even try to call them!  Many thanks to all for the 
QSO's, CU all in November. 
73 Erkki OH7QR 8318 
 
Hello Erkki. Good to hear from you, a pity 80m propagation did not fa-
vour you and others during the evening. 
 
And from Gra, G3ZOD 
 
Hi Rob.  I was only able to join in the Ladder on 24th October.  After a 
contact with Erkki OH7QR on 20m, I was called by Mace SM3TSZ (a non-
member) and had a chat for half an hour with him.  He was running 3 
watts from an Heathkit HW9 - very nice it sounded too.  The evening ses-
sion was also very enjoyable with (for me) an unusually high number of 
contacts: five on 80m and one on 6m.  My October CW-only efforts in the 
6m UKAC resulted in a personal position of 55/60 and "FISTS CW Club" 
with a position of 31/45. I'm wondering next year whether to be brave 
and move out of the 6m CW sub-band into the SSB sub-band (still run-
ning CW, of course!) and see whether that attracts more CW contacts or 
just results in cross-mode contacts with the SSB folk (that's what I've 
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found happens on 4m where there is no CW-only sub-band).  I had an 
enjoyable, if short, visit to the GQRP convention in Rishworth.  I met up 
with members Colin M5FRA, Paul M0BMN and John M0CDL.  Despite 
having my XYL in tow (!), I parted with a bit more cash than intended, 
tempted by a kit - more later.   73 de Graham G3ZOD FISTS #8385 
 
Hi Gra.  A nice chat with Mace!  For me it's always good to hear that our 
society members will, during any activity, take time out for a good rag-
chew.  All part of our relaxed style of operation that so many enjoy.  I was 
pleasantly surprised to hear that you'd got your hand in your pocket (A 
rare occasion) and parted with some money for a kit Gra!  (Hi, only kid-
ding).  Look forward to receiving an update on the build. 
 
I've received some data from Dave G0DJA, which shows that CW is alive 
and well on the very short wavelengths. 

DATE CALLSIGN and BAND 

10-Jan-10 G4YTL 23cm. 

02-May-10 GM4CXM 23 cm, GM4ZUK/P 23 cm, PA0EZ 23 cm. 

03-May-10 G4YTL 23cm. 

30-May-10 G3PHO/P 10GHz. 

31-May-10 GM0USI 23cm. 

06-Jun-10 GM4CXM 23cm, G3WBQ/P 23cm, G4EAT 23cm, GM4GUF/P 23cm. 

04-Jul-10 PA6NL 23 cm, G2DQY/P 23 cm. 

21-Sep-10 GM4CXM 23cm, GM4GUF/P 23cm, GM4JR 23cm, GM0USI 23cm, 
G3XDY 23cm, GM0USI 70cm. 

26-Sep-10 GM4LBV 23cm. 

03-Oct-10 M1CRO/P 10GHz, G3XDY 23cm, G3XDY 70cm, G4BAO 70cm. 

09-Oct-10 GM4PPT 70cm, DL3YEE 70cm, DK5QN 70cm, GW8IZR 70cm. 

10-Oct-10 ON4PS/P 70cm, DF7VX 70cm, DF0WD 23cm, DK2MN 23cm, DL3YEE 
70cm, DL3YEE 23cm, G4PBP 23cm, OZ6OL 70cm, SP2DDV 70cm, 
DL7ANR 70cm, DL1TRK 70cm, DJ9CN 70cm, SP2DMB 70cm, SP1FJZ 
23cm, DF9CY 70cm, OZ2M 70cm, OZ9GE 70cm, LY2WR 70cm, 
DK3WG 70cm, DK1KO 70cm, SP2JYR 70cm, DL0BFA 70cm, OZ3ZW 
23cm. 

11-Oct-10 DJ9KH 70cm, DJ6JJ 23cm. 

12-Oct-10 G4ALY 70cm, GM4ZUK/P 70cm, G4ALY 70cm, DJ5BV 23cm. 

13-Oct-10 G4CBW 23cm. 
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I admire anyone who uses such frequencies for CW operation, either by 
using commercially available transverters or home-made equipment to 
get "Up in the clouds" and pursue the mode! 
 
That’s all from me for now.  All that's left to do is publish the results table. 
 

 
Till next time. 
Keep well; 
Keep Pounding Brass 
73 
M0BPT 

CALL JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT TOTALS PWR 

G4LHI 31 38 45 33 31 27 32 35 40 35 347 QRO 

M6PHL 13 15 28 19 18 18 21 23 20 28 203 QRO 

G0BAK 21 29 28 29 19 9 11 14 18 11 189 QRO 

OH7QR 16 0 15 24 13 23 23 9 23 16 162 QRO 

M0DRK 11 22 20 15 7 6 16 15 17 5 134 QRO 

G3ZOD 8 16 11 16 8 13 6 10 22 17 127 QRO 

G0AZR 0 29 0 0 23 6 13 10 17 17 115 QRP 

PA3AFF 0 0 22 0 8 5 11 13 19 29 107 QRO 

G3LHJ 0 0 28 20 0 0 0 4 17 0 69 QRO 

GI4CBG 6 4 10 14 8 10 6 10 11 11 90 QRO 

G0OTT 0 19 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 61 QRO 

M5ABN 0 0 0 16 20 23 0 0 0 0 59 QRO 

2E0JCY 0 14 14 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 QRO 

2E0JYK 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 12 10 10 52 QRO 

G4CMZ 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 4 16 0 38 QRP 

M5FRA 0 0 0 14 10 0 0 0 0 9 33 QRO 

G4MSN 0 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 MIX 

G0DUB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 10 16 QRO 

M0GGK 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 QRO 

M0XED 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 QRP 

PA1SOP 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 QRO 
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Fist of the Year 2010 
 
Please fill in the form and send it to Rob by post, send the information by 
email to activities@fists.co.uk or fill in the website form at 
www.fists.co.uk/fistoftheyear 
 
Only members of FISTS in Europe can make nominations or be nomi-
nated.  The following callsigns are not eligible: M0AVW, M0BLT, M0BMN, 
M0BPT, M0CDL and G3ZOD. 

 
 
 

 
I, callsign  FISTS number 

callsign  FISTS number (if known) 

would like to nominate 

for “FIST OF THE YEAR 2010”. 

A brief description of why you think your nominee should receive 
the award: 

Signed Date 

Send to R. D. Walker, 87A Whitehall Road, West Bromwich, B70 0HG, England,  
UK or email the details to activities@fists.co.uk 
 
Closing date 31st January 2011. 

FIST OF THE YEAR 2010 

mailto:activities@fists.co.uk
http://www.fists.co.uk/fistoftheyear
mailto:activities@fists.co.uk
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Club Sales 
 
We have a number of items for sale. 
 

Enamelled Club badges  £2 inc. UK delivery 
 
 

Vinyl car window stickers  £1 inc. UK 
delivery. 
 
Note: these are printed in reverse so 
they can be stuck on the inside of a win-
dow. 
 
 
 
 

Leather Key Ring  £2 inc. UK delivery 

 
 
 

Custom QSL Cards £15 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery. 
You provide your own design for the front. 

Note: front above is a sample only. 
 

For more items and how to order, see overleaf! 



Standard QSL Cards  £8.50 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery 

 
FISTS CW Course  £2.50 inc. UK delivery / 
£3.50 inc. delivery to Europe. 
 
The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code train-
ing package suitable for beginners and im-
provers.  It comprises: 
 The well known K7QO course on CD to 

learn the code (including files containing 
the texts sent). 

 Two practice CD's made by our own Mary 
G0NZA, which are great for people that 
want to improve from the 12 wpm level. 

 An A5 booklet with forty-odd pages that 
includes all the texts for Mary's disks. 

 
This package is a real help to anyone who is 
learning Morse code and we are very happy to be able to offer it. 
 
We would like to thank Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to produce 
these disks. 
 
Ordering 
Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank 
made out to FISTS or PayPal.  (For credit or debit card, see the website.) 
Please include your name, address and details of what you are ordering! 

Anne Webb sales@fists.co.uk 
40 Links Road, Penn, 
Wolverhampton WV4 5RF Tel. 01902 338973 

https://www.fists.co.uk/members/memberssales.html
mailto:sales@fists.co.uk

